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Agent ransack exclude folders

Previous article Next article Quick real-time search engine to match regular expression (both file name and content) across several directories. Posted in Gtk2 is very portable, as well as running on Linux, ports are available on FreeBSD, or even Windows and MacOS. Previous article Next article Instantly Find Files, Emails, and
Attachments Stored Anywhere on Your COMPUTER with Free Copernicus Desktop Search Home. Copernicus Desktop Search (CDS) enables you to instantly search for files, emails and email attachments stored anywhere on your PCs' hard drive. The program runs below the second search of Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint
files, Acrobat PDFs, multimedia, etc. CDS is available in three home, professional and corporate versions. Previous article Next article Quickly search through a large number of files on your computer or network using powerful text patterns to find out exactly the information you want. Search and replace with plain text or regular phrases to
keep websites, source code, report, ... Previous article Next article XSearch is a free search tool that is provided with more features that Windows Search has. It can search files on your computer at high speed. When searching for specific words in files, you can specify the option of words such as each word, all words, exact phrase, no
words, etc., you can also search for files as hegladsimal. XSearch also automatically supports searching for words in files in Unicode or UTF8 format. XSearch supports searching for files in specified size, date time, not like Windows Search, you can also specify the exact size (in bytes, KB, MB or GB), the exact date and/or time to search.
The search result can be saved to the file and read whenever you want. XSearch provides a Hex View tool that allows you to view the contents of the file in hexcidsimal form. XSearch supports many file operations in Explorer such as copying, cutting, renaming, dragging and dropping etc. XSearch doesn't need to install, download the app
file only and then you can start using it. Previous article Next article AstroGrep Microsoft Windows GUI File Search (grep) utility. Features include regular phrases, all-over-the-do printing options, stores of the newest routes used, and a field feature that is very good for looking at the source code. Previous next article PRGrep is a powerful
program to search strings inside files. Instead of showing a file list, text matching lines are displayed inside each file as well. PRGrep has more than many interesting functions as searching inside binary or compressed files, several search and exit modes (text, and, OR, regular expressions), direct copies of files found, and more. Previous
article Next article Super Portable Search File Non-List search tool is able to quickly find your files, folders and text in local, network, DVD, CD-um, USB hard or flash drive. Previous article Next article Lightning is fast, small and easy to use file search software for Windows. It can even be right-clicked to the Windows Explorer menu to
provide quick and easy integrated access. FileSeek does not use background indexing, so when FileSeek closes your computer's performance will not be affected. Previous Article Next Article A free file finding and text searching tool: * Regular expression text search * High performance search algorithm * Wildcard and regular expression
file search * Recursive directory search * Save, name and manage text search patterns * Interactive, incremental search * Extract data with capturing groups * Tabular presentation of search results * Export/copy search results in many formats * Search files of any size (&gt; 2GB) * Many file formats (Win32, Unix, Microsoft IIS logs) *
Flexible configuration options and storage * Single small executable, no installer Previous Article Next Article Hulbee Desktop is a professional search software. With a data cloud, a cloud of search terms, it helps users limit their search. In this way, they are able to find the required data more quickly. Free Hulbee Desktop for private users;
The licence fee must be paid for professional use by companies. Previous article Next article LAN Search Software is a free and portable tool for quick file search across your network. You can search for specific file names or for specific file types (as such as all MP3 files). LAN Search Professional provides lightning-fast search engine
and allows you to search hidden network resources, limited access resources, IP subnets, FTP network servers and much more. It comes with a built-in password manager to save your network login for resources with limited access. In addition to file search capabilities, LAN Search Pro offers features that allow you to take actions on
found items – copy, move, rename, etc. Additional features include sorting results, filtering, exporting, searching within results, supporting command line switches, and more. Are you looking for documents, databases and spreadsheet files in the company intranet? Want to find music, video or software on your home network? Are you a
network administrator? If you answer 'yes' to at least one of these questions, LAN Search Professional is an essential tool for you. This will help you quickly find everything you need. Previous article Next article Exalead Desktop Search instantly places any document stored on local sources such as internal and external hard drives,
network drives and USB keys. Previous article Next article LiquidFOLDERS Save All Files in a Separate Area of Your Computer We Called Store. A store doesn't have a fixed directory tree (let alone one that you have to manage yourself), but it's a big thing. Just like with an industry grade database, you can cut and dice that entity in real
time according to the properties of the actual files stored in it. Previous article Next article VX Search is Automatic, The file search solution allows one to search files by file type, category, file name, size, location, extensions, regular expressions, text and binary patterns, create, modify and last access date, tag EXIF, etc. Users are
provided with the ability to categorize and filter results, copy, move or delete files, save reports and export results to a SQL database. In addition, the user is provided with the ability to categorize and filter file search results, copy, move or delete search results, generate different types of pie and bar charts, and save reports to a number of
standard formats such as HTML, text, Excel CSV and XML. Previous article Gaviri Global (formerly PocketSearch) Search Engine – Desktop Search, Emails, Networking and Mobile Devices. The free version is not portable and cannot be found in Gaviri PocketSearch search network folders global search engine for all your desktop,
mobile and network needs. Finding files, emails, images, songs and other documents on any of the many devices, laptops or desktops you use is plug &amp; play! Connect and find the device. Gaviri PocketSearch runs on flash drives, SD cards, digital cameras and on many other portable devices. Supports indexing and searching for
network drives. Features: - Doing a global search across devices, networks, smartphones and the web - secure indexing, no effect of your files left on the host computer - archive indexing and searching - email indexing. Are supported by Mozilla Thunderbird (Portable), Outlook PST file, Outlook Express DBX file. - Access your emails from
PST or DBX files even if no Outlook or Outlook Express are installed - support multiple devices. - Multi-standard support. U3, Ceedo, all USB drives. - Major Office support functional files. Like Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OpenOffice, StarOffice. - Instant document preview, image preview. Gaviri PocketSearch Universal Search
Engine 2.1 is licensed as Freeware for windows operating system/platform. Gaviri PocketSearch Universal Search Engine is offered as a free download for all software users (Freeware Previous Article Next Article DocFetcher 1.1 is a portable German/English Open Source desktop search application. Previous article Next article Small
limbs, very quick and easy to use media catalog tool. Songs, date format is customizable, etc. Found files can be opened (run) or deleted directly, if they are there. Drag and drop support. Trees Directory, MP3 / Track list can be printed, disk space Can be checked. Run a single file without having to install. Works well on Linux through
wine. Next article Search hard disk search file for files with excellent speed, accuracy and search within feature. Previous article Next article Infovark keeps all your projects together - emails, documents, meetings and contacts are all automatically collected and kept up to date. Previous article Next article SMF is a duplicate file and file
search tool that uses etching (MD5, CRC32 or SHA1) to determine the similarity. It has tons of search filter capabilities and a result reporting tool, with which you can set the result sub-filter according to your needs. Settings writes: How to extract app folder: Download extract ZIP package to a folder of your choice. Launch SMF.exe. Select
'Portable Installation (Late Data Located on the Same Program Drive)' Set ContextMenu Explorer integration as 'disabled' Previous article Next article SearchMyFiles replaces non-portable indexing to standard search for Windows module files and folders. It allows you to easily search files in your system by wildcard, by the latest
change/create/last access time, by file features, by file content (text or binary search), and by file size. SearchMyFiles allows you to have a very detailed search that can't be done with Windows Search. For example: You can search all files created in the last 10 minutes with sizes between 500 and 700 bytes. After doing a search, you can
select one or more files, and save the list to the text/html/csv/xml file, or copy the list to the clipboard. SearchMyFiles is portable, and you can use it from a USB flash drive without leaving traces in the registry from the scanning computer. Previous article Next article Wise JetSearch can help you search files or folders on all your local
drives in just a few seconds. Enter your keywords, select drive and then start searching. After searching, Wise JetSearch will show you search results such as file/folder name, path, size and last modified date. Also, a right click can provide you with a direct and convenient way to deal with the file/folder you notice. What's more, Wiz



JetSearch only takes up a few system resources. Next article Personal File Tag Utility. Tag is a tool that finds your files based on simple tags you attach or label on your files. Previous article Effective File Search (EFS) is a powerful but easy to use search tool. Search any files on your computer or local network with this effective software.
EFS is the real replacement for the Windows search tool. You can save a lot of time with this great file search tool. Main features: Search of files in folders or search results filtered by file history and search size of files containing text or support for regular expressions for advanced search support for all popular file formats (MS Office,
OpenOffice, PDF, RTF, HTML and many Text and binary files) actions with search results (copy, delete, rename etc.) feature windows explorer (icons, field menus etc.) advanced print, export and report functions for your business all results and parameters can be saved to file options Office, Automation (Script Language) and other
advanced functions Previous article Next article Indicator Files allows you to search through all your files or folders on local or network drives without remote management rights (as necessary for the same program as everything). Searches can be done by name, date, size, location etc., and boolean operators are available to perform
multiple key searches. You can cite Windows Explorer context menus on files found to perform operations such as drag/drop, copy, rename, delete, etc. It also includes built-in viewers for text, HTML and image files. 36 languages. As the name shows, the app must index the area before searching, but then search almost instantly.
Settings writes the App Folder How to Extract: Download zip package and extract to a folder of your choice. Launch iyf.exe. Search files for Windows with index files and advanced features [portable] - by Rafael Castro - Malaga previous article Next article InSight Desktop Search Engine that keeps track of all files in your system and
makes sure you can access your files/folders easily and quickly. It's more than just a search engine, it's also a music jukebox, which features the ability to search for music based on information like artist, genre, album, etc. InSight can also search online and display articles from Wikipedia, and it can save quick Launch shortcuts to your
web files and links. It is designed, keeping especially in mind the needs and requirements of public house users. However, it's packing in power and features that will change the way you search and access information on your computer. Insight is definitely one of the fastest search engines available for your computer. It takes only 3
minutes for a drive to be indexed with 100,0 files, including 1,500 mp3 files. InSight automatically tracks all changes to those drives that are indexed. The results are displayed as a list that is dynamically updated, as user types. Finally, indicators are automatically encrypted to ensure that information cannot be accessed directly. InSight is
special as it has no menus or configurations that need to be set up in order to ensure that searches are not fast. Just index your drives and leave the rest to InSight. Previous article Next article Instant Document Search is a powerful search solution (such as Internet search engines) for your local documents. You can instantly find
documents by keywords or keyword phrases and see the results with field preview and highlight keywords. Instant Document Search supports many popular document types, has flexible configuration options, convenient interface and other useful features. Next article FileSearchEX is no nonsense file search tool for Windows 7 and up. It
offers simple search interfaces like Windows XP still updated and modern in fashion. Unlike other search tools, FileSearchEX works well with limited account permissions. Previous article Next article FileLocator Lite enables you to find files on your computer. It performs a complete and quick search for any file you want to find. This is a
free version of FileLocator Pro feature reduction. It is free for both personal and commercial use. FileLocator Lite is a rebranding corporate companies. It's exactly the same functionality but different by name and logo. It includes these powerful features: Instant results found text is shown with prominent keywords, so you don't have to
waste time opening any file looking for the right information. Boolean phrases combine search terms using familiar Boolean operators and, or not. Office formats support popular office formats including Office 2010 and OpenOffice. Perl regex Support for Perl compatible regular expressions. Natively's 64-bit version compiled the 64-bit
version for improved compatibility. Quick search of highly efficient search algorithms means you spend less time waiting for results. Print and export results can be shared with others through printing and exporting. The next previous article is a file search tool that provides instant search by file name, and powerful search by file contents,
size and date. Supports search inside PDF, Microsoft Office and other documents. Highlights found text in file names and contents. Clean and intuitive multi-table interface. Previous Article Next Article Cool Find is powerful file search &amp; desktop search software for Windows XP, developed by Nihuo Software. Main features: Search
files in zip search files both on the computer and LAN Unicode Search String (grep) Search string in Microsoft Office files (including older binary formats) display summary information of mp3 files, office files... The export search result is renamed to txt, html or powerful file playlists function finding duplicate files and redundant files to
optimize your hard drive. Details of the date and duration of the search support drag, drop and copy files, even including those in zip. Support thumbnail views of HTML and PowerPoint files displaying the first hit line in the search field search support in JAR, EAR, Advanced Export War results Previous article RecentX gives you the fastest
access to your files, folders, apps, websites as well as clipboard history in Windows. What is special is that it automatically recalls your recent and favorite items so that you can access them faster than searching all files, folders etc. You can assign tags to all of them. You will be surprised to see how insatiable it saves and makes
computing really enjoyable. We have filled this program with That will increase your productivity. Previous article Next article Everything is an office tool that finds files and folders by file name instantly for Windows. Unlike Windows Search everything initially displays every file and folder on local or removable volumes of NTFS on your
computer (therefore the name of everything), and on network drives mapped with the ETP server and install everything too. You type in a search filter to limit what files and folders are displayed. 19 languages supported. How can everything index a mapped network drive? To search for a network computer you need to run everything on
both computers. A computer will need to start an ETP server. The computer no longer needs to connect to that ETP server. To start an ETP server: 1. In everything, in the Tools menu, click Start ETP server. To connect to an ETP server: 1. In everything, in the Tools menu, click Connect to ETP Server.... 2. Type in the ETP server name.
3. Type in the ETP server port. 4- Type in the ETP server user. 5. Type in the ETP server password. 6. Click Ok. Previous article Next article Fast, Lightweight, Alternative Customizable Search for Windows 7 which also allows for reduction and renaming. Easily find files on network drives mapped using Conjure, expedite your searches
including the folders you need and exclude the ones you never use. A key combination gains access to a powerful and intuitive search interface. Conjure is designed for search speed so you can find what you need now. Previous article Next article If your search engine can only find the file name, you missed out on the wealth of 300
Windows file properties. DeskRule is a fast and reliable desktop search engine handling all document features, from simple names and contents to geolocation tag photos. Find high-rated images finding audio tracks by artist find PDF/office documents by tags, author or include keywords find shot shots in Australia (GPS) Find photos of
your kids (people) find DLLs installed by Microsoft (Inc.) ... And search regularly by name/content if you wish! Previous article Next article Generate file list of all files with specific name pattern, extensions, properties and features, as well as binary text and content marked with resp again scanning and searching for matching files. - Then all
files can be saved in the list of files; or renamed. - The program can use advanced wildcards, RegEx, and case sensitivity options when checking file names. - You can specify file name patterns to exit the search, as well as the depth of the directory scan. - When looking for files, the program can inspect the contents of the file by looking
for specific text or byte pattern. File search can be further restricted by determining file size, dates and feature parameters. - Processing 1000s files using multiple cpu cores in manual, automated/continuous, / Scheduled, or console mode, or Right-click the Windows Explorer menu. - Save files in the specified output directory using
absolute or relative path, with original or new name defined by mask. - Perform various operations on different files with conditional processing and branch processing. - Detailed processing logs are available in both interfaces and log files. - Run multiple program instances simultaneously. Previous article Next X1 offers next-generation
enterprise search, eDiscovery and desktop search for traditional and virtual X1 environments provides a single, unified interface through which you can quickly find, view and act upon your critical emails, files, SharePoint data, calendars, contacts and tasks. The award-winning X1 interface, including fast as you type search and post
search actions, specifically the architect to recover results in a professional business way of collecting information. Previous article Next article Lookeen is a profile-based file and email search tool for business and private users. With Lookeen you will not only find the information you need on your desktop – shared folders and network
paths can also be indexed and searched. Lookeen allows you to simultaneously search the contents of office documents (.xlsx, .docx, .pptx etc.), PDF files, web content such as HTML or PHP pages, and many more. The Search Results preview window will show you a quick view of the content of the document or email. Search query
words and filters are highlighted in the preview window with different color markers. Once the app is installed, the program can be accessed by pressing CTRL twice, by accessing the Windows Start menu or using the taskbar menu. Lookeen will be automatically merged into Outlook automatically. Previous article Next article Exselo
Desktop Business Productivity is a search tool that helps users meet their day-to-day information and operational needs. Exselo recognizes the challenge effectively understanding and using the large amount of information available. Exselo Desktop is the next generation search tool to help you find the information you have in Outlook and
on your computer to get your work done. Product Features: - Easy to use interface - Refine your query result collection - Supports documents from multiple data sources - Integral part of Microsoft Outlook - Keyboard shortcuts for quick access - Search history - Save and reuse query - Find data from your locations such as: * Local files
and folders * Outlook * Network shares * Cloud drives like DropBox, OneDrive etc. - No feature restrictions - 100 % Free for non-commercial personal use – No log required for commercial license Previous article Next article Find quick files across folders, drives, disks and machines and emails in MS Outlook, find duplicates. Exchange
messages with attachments. Tag web pages while downloading. Get a multi-frame view to help organize your files and folders. Create and attach tags, tokens and comments to your files (ANY) format). Double-click on a label to find files instantly – no matter where the files are stored; Organyze finds them in an instant. This way you can
find important files or emails you may have forgotten. Organyze offers several ways to find the files or folders you need: - quick search by selecting multiple tags - very quick recovery by single or multiple tags - quick recovery using filters (multiple tags, keywords in files, comments or emails, file format and size, file history). - You can see
comments and attached labels without opening files. This will help you to find files faster. - You can also search for files using keywords used in comments. These methods are much, much faster than simple keyword searches or manual hunting through folders and subfolders for the files you need. You save a lot of time Organyze also
helps you automatically from all your files and folders daily. It allows you to back up stuff online to keep it twice as safe. Organyze also allows you to sync your folders with another machine. This is useful if you use the same folders in office and home. Organyze makes labeling very, very easy. You can attach tags, bookmarks and
comments, in many different ways: - Select files/folders in organyze window - Select files/folders in Windows Explorer - to MS Office files (Word, Excel, PowerPoint and MS Outlook) While you're working on these apps - to a web page while you're saving it to attach your device many stickers or comments simultaneously to many files,
plus- or use the auto tag feature. Also import ready-made tags from others. Previous article Next article AIKIN powerful new desktop search that can use both the case with name and content using advanced pattern recognition that requires the user to always know exactly how something is called or written. Deep content search also uses
a powerful semantic understanding to provide early discovery of most searches and relevant content. Just type what you mean and regardless of typos, errors, or text changes, AIKIN will find it for you. Previous article Next article Advanced CATaloguer - an easy to use catalog software to search for files stored in a variety of digital media
(from hard drives through a variety of modern media removable to floppy disks). The tool keeps track of the contents of each CD, DVD, floppy disk, local or network drive, enabling you to quickly find any files. CATaloguer Advanced supports a variety of media known as drives by Windows and allows users to include current databases of
individual folders or even files from any media. This feature enables users to create individual catalogs for different types of files (such as a catalogue of music files, a document library, database of all related files Projects etc.) - even if all files are stored in different directories on the same drive. The app has powerful search capabilities: it
can perform searches using Phrases, find files by name, description, notes or keywords, using the size and date limit - all of this without physical access to the disk. Once a file is located, you can view its properties, open it, or launch Windows Explorer into your parent folder. The Duplicate Find feature allows users to find duplicate
documents on the hard drive: In addition to file names, sizes and change the advanced comparison date/time CATaloguer compares files by their CRC32 code, and makes it quite impossible to lose different identical or confused files. CATaloguer Advanced combines powerful search capabilities with file management functions, enables
users to perform operations (move, copy, delete) on groups of specific files (e.g., a user can restore all documents, modified after a specific date - no matter where they are stored - and copy them to a folder for backup purposes). The program's sync features allow it to monitor changes on disks: When a user syncs data on a disk (or in an
individual folder), all new, modified and deleted files appear. Previous Article Next Article Collection of File &amp; Folder Related Tools . Feature List: 1. Change Feature 2. DateTime Changer 3. Duplicate Yaber 4. File Shredder 5. Folder Change Icon 6. Hish 7. Hidden Revealer 8. protector 9 . 10th year . Share 11. Splitter &amp; Joiner
12. Take ownership of the previous article Next article Are you disappointed by the standard search tool? Try Super Yaber! One example: Windows XP search tool won't search source codes for html file, but Super Finder does, and that's very useful for web designers. Right-click on the results, and you get the usual context menu, allowing
you to open html files with our favorite notepad or editor. (This is just one of many things that Super Helper can solve) some features: greater search speed and special search functions. Correct search text (simple or Unicode!) in the file. Search the hexmal pattern in the file. Full wildcard support. Exit list, with file extension or full/partial
name. Works with Windows 7 and Vista Added compatibility for 64-bit systems (Vista x64, 2003 x64 and XP x64) *NEW Two view modes, XT and Classic. Two operating modes, simple and advanced: The next article grep is a command line tool for simple search of text data sets for lines matching regular expression. Previous article Next
article Ripgrep is a command line search tool that combines the usability of the silver checker (clone ack) with raw GNU grep speed. Why would I use Rip Grup? * Can replace both silver checker and GNU grep because it is faster than both. (N.B. This is, strictly speaking, not replacing drops in for both, but the feature set is far more similar
than different.) * Like Silver Checker, the default ripgrep does not search for ret return directory and files ignored by your gitignore files. It also ignores hidden and binary files by default. ripgrep as well Full support for .gitignore, where there are as many bugs related to that functionality in the Silver Checker. * Ripgrep can search for certain
types of files. For example, rg-tpy foo limits your search to Python files, and rg-Tjs foo excludes JavaScript files from your search. Ripgrep can be taught about new file types with custom matching rules. Ripgrep supports many of the features found in grep, such as showing the field of search results, searching multiple patterns, highlighting
matches with color and full Unicode support. Unlike GNU grep, ripgrep stays fast for a while from Unicode (which is always in it). In other words, if you like speed, wise assumptions, fewer bugs and Unicode, use ripgrep. Previous article Next article SSuite Desktop Search is a useful and very fast Windows desktop search engine that can
find files, folders, and file content. SSuite Desktop Search and find a useful Windows desktop search engine that can find files, folders, and file content. This small app also has a few yarns for instant search results. Advanced search features also include: search by content as text samples, file sizes, created dates, access dates, and many
other options... Please note: If you are running this program in Windows Vista/7/8/10, simply right-click on the executable and select the run option as administrator. The application is also fully portable and can run from any USB memory device. A search uses a few threads. We offer safe and trusted free software and office suites for daily
use. Modern visual design with easy interaction. Free download without strings attached. No Java or .NET required. Green Energy Software. Save planet one bit at a time... Previous article Next article CSearcher is a simple and fast free non-list search program. Searching computer files and folders is rather common for any daily
computer user. Using the standard Windows Explorer solution for this is a lot of disavantages: it's slow, using a lot of RAM and a lot of times it doesn't find what we're looking for! CSearcher gives users a more advanced file search tool. CSearcher includes all windows explorer search features and adds many unique features. Features: ·
Integration with the Explorer menu for seamless search of folders.· Exclude templates.· Date and size options.· Find files that contain specific text.· Calculate MD5 and compare files.· Simple Hex Viewer of any file.· Search History.· Filter: Filter results. After finding all the results you want, you can dynamically filter the results to find out
faster than different items. Filter may duplicate file (same name and size), can be md5.· Confirmed. Export selected results to XML, CSV or HTML file. Previous article FilesSearchTool is a powerful file search app that includes advanced functionality for power users! Search through files using simple queries or phrases Previous article
Next article WizTree Quickly Finds Files and Folders Make the most of the space on your hard drive. It scans the MFT (Master Table File) instead of crawling the entire disk which makes it very fast. Fast.
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